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Seven uniformly Mmepsioned 24S4 tension yane~ with a central .
circuler hole were subjected to various loads in order to study the
effects of plastic flow at the petit of maxhiim stress concentration.
The results, Pesented in graphical fq show that, as the amount of
plastic flow increases, the stress concentrationfactor is ayprecialily
reduced and the strsdn concentration factor is appreciably increased.
Subjecting the panels to 100 repeated loading cycles caused no change

● to occur t?lths memmlm values of the streflsand strain concentration
factors.

b structural menbers= d.iscontinuitiessuch as holes produce
stress concentrateions but -theeffects of plastic fluw on such stress
concentrations, esp3ciaUy under releated loads, are not generaldy
lmown. Because tb localizing of high stresses is %elieved to he the
forermmer of failure under reyeated loads (fatigue faihme), stress
concentrations me considered to %e more serious fi fatigue than in
statics.

The purpose of the Wesent investigation’is to deterndne, for a
simple case of stress concentration in a tension panel with a central.
hole, the effect of plastic flow in mdi&ing the stress concenlzation
factor and the range of stress during 100 loading cycles.

mMEmIs

1? panel load, ldps

G measured strain

aav average net-section tensile stress due to exbernal loading
of panel that has not been previously subjected to a
higher load, ksi
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cqessive stress in tiection of loading,--ksi

tensile stress b Wection of loaMng, ksi

tremsverse tensile stress perpeticuler to Mrection of
loaa3ng, ksi

Test specimem.-!l?he test specimens consisted of seven
2k34 eluminurwilloy panels approxhnately 0.091 inch thick, 24 inches wide,
and 58 inches over-all in length, each with a central cficular hole
four inches in diameter. Actti panel ~nsions are given in table 1.

Panel tests.– Nine tests were made, two of the panels letng used
for second tests. A complete test schedule is presented in table.2.
For the seven initisl tests the panels were subjected to 100 cycles
of loaMng, each loadhg cycle consisthg of loading from zero load
to a specified mm5mum tensile load and unloading to zero load, at an
average rate of approximately two cycles per minute. The mximumload.s
were veried so that the average n&-section stress ranged from 23.5 ksi
onpend 1 to 50.6 hi on panel 7. Strains.were measured at various
load increments during loading and unloading for loading cycles 1, 3, 6, 10,
30, 60, Snalooo All p~ls were tested ina 1200 kip testing machine
(accurate to about l/2percemt). Whipple-trees were used at each end of
the
was
S&

(7a~

the

aav

pane~ to insure uniform loading. Ho restraint agdnt bucliling
provided except in test 7 wherein roller bearings were used at .
points on the panel.

For the eighth test, panel 2 (ori@mal maxtmmload=h5.9 kips,
25.5 lmi) was retested through four additional cycles in which

L loads were successive~ 45.5 kips, 55.0 kips, 65.0 kips,
75.0 kips. For test 9, panel 4 (~tialmaxhnm load = 63.7 kipS,

= 36.0 hi) was retestedhy loading once to 63.7 ICLIIS,once
tO 91.0 kipS (Ua~ = 51.3 ksi), and then through 100 additional cycles
with the msadmum load again at 63.7 ki~s.

Strain ~asurements.- Three types of gages were Wed for measuring
strains. Electromagnetic strain gages designed specificdl.y for
accurate results at high strati (having an accuracy of alout 1.5 percent
throughout the strain range encountered in the test) were used to measure

the mcxhm strati concentrations. These gages, of both z~-~ch

and l–inch gage lengths, were placed inside the hole across the
transverse axis but the l-inch gages were used only in tests 1 and 2}

.
the ~-inch gages be~ used in the remaining tests. According to the

.
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theoretical elastic”stmxln distribution (reference 1) a+ the edge of the

hole, the @ch ‘gagelength would produce an error of 2.5 percent below

the maximum strain, and the l-inch gage would be in error by 7.5 percent.
KU results given in the text for ~ stress and strain conce*

.
trations are taken from the ~–inch gages, but no corrections have been .

2
made to the original strain readings.
modifies the error of 2.5 percent for
conversion of strains to stresses the

No correction is necessaq for having

chord rather thm the arc.

The exbent to which @astic flow
strati is ?l@ lmown, but in the
errar would tend to be Mmhized.

1 inchread the strains across the ~-

On+half inch Baldwin Southwark SW& ty_peA–5 electiic wire gages
were attached to all paneti except ‘panel7 at stations along the
transverse axis (across the net section) to check the net-section”
strain (or stress) distribtiion. These gages are probably accurate
within about 2 percent up to a stmain of 0.0024 but are somewhat less
accurate at higher strains. (See references 2 and 3.) Since the wire gages
me calibrated to include a normal Poisson effect, the accuracy of these
gages is also affected if the transverse strains are appreciably different
from the value indicated by Poisson~s ratio.

Slmess+3train tests.- Before the panel tests were begun, standard
tension coupons were cut from excess materiel at the four corners of
each test panel and sties~train tests were made to establish the
material properties of the.pamls.

After the panel tests were c6mpleted, audliary stress+rtrain tests
were needed to convert the strdn histories of aU fibers inelastically
strained and of those fibers imiLasticaJ2y slmained in both tension
and compressioninto wtmess histories. CouponE were again obtained from
material at the four corners of the panels. A test procedure employing
lubricated steel guides similer to the procedure of Bruggeman and Mayer

(reference 4) was used, with strains being measured by the &nch

electromagnetic gages. In order to reproduce the strains of the panel
tests the coupons were subjected to continuous cycles of strain.
Starting at zero strain, the specihmms were stretched to a desired
maximum tensile strain, the strain was reduced and the specimens were
compressed to a desired msximum compressive strain, then strained again
to the maximum tensile strain, and so on. When the strain in a cou20n “
equelled the measured strain obtained from the individual histories of
the panel tests, the load thus detemined was recorded. From these loads
the coincident stresses were obtained. h this manner strain histories
of the individual pSlldS, for the first few cycles of loading, were
translated into stress histories. \

._. .._. ——.- —--- — —,- -—-— —a ..--..— —— ...-——— —. ... .. ..—.—.
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TE3T13Em12rs”

The stress+traim relation is a very s@iLe one as long as Hooke:s law
applies bti becomes quite complicated when plastic fl-m develops; in the
plastic range, stress characteristics in general are then quite clifferent
from strdn characteristics. The discussion is therefore divided into
two pas, one for elastic behavior, the other for hdastic behavior.
In the ffist yert, which is concerned with elastic action, no distinction
is necessery %etween stmesses and strains; hence it will be unnecessary
to mention slnxdm. h that part of the discussion dealing tith plastic
action it is perhaps
for the stmins were
converted from these

me logical to discuss the strain results ffist,
actually measured, whereas the stresses must 30
Straim .

-ic Behaviw

Stress concentration factor.- The theoretical madmum value of the
stress concentration at the edge of a cticular hole in a straiglrttension
member of ~inite width is three times the applied uniform stiess
(reference 1). Coker and Ffion (reference 1) regard this velue as
approximately correct whenever the plste tidth is four or more Wines the
hole dismeter, and Timoshenko (reference 5) concurs with this optrdon
if the tidth is five or more times the dianeter. Shoe + ratio of ‘
yl.atewidth to hole diemeter was six for the test panels, a theoretical
stress concentration factor of 3.00 can be accepted. The value obtained
experhentaJJy (average of 5 tests durhg the first cycle of loading in
the elastic range) was 3.08 (2.7 percent higher than the theoretical
value).

~ terms of net-section stress, which provides perhaps a more
desirable comparison in dealing with static stress analysis, when the
plate width is six ttmes the hole diameter, the theoretical stress
concentration factor %ecomes 2.50. The corresponding eqerhental
value (5 tests) was 2.57. Available photoelastic resuLts (reference
also give s&ess concentration factors slightly higher than the
theoretical values, but these results are for amiller tidt&iismeter
ratios.

Stress distribtiion across the net section.– When alJ_filers sre
stratid elasticeJJy only, the theoretical and experimental,stress
distributions are W good agreement. Such a comparison is shown in
figme 1 which contains representative test results. The srea under a
moth curve dram through the test points - that is, the total integrated
stress over the cross section — is 2.9 percent below the applied load.
For six tests in the elastic range the inte$g%ed expe_nt@ stress
varied from 0.5’to 4.5 percent less than the applied load, the average
being 2.4 per6emt low.

\

“
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& can be seen from figure 1, W the test points derived from the
We-gage readings fall slightly below the theoretical curve, a consistent
tendency throughout the tests. This result my be due in part to inherent
inaccuracy of the gages (reference 2) and a tendency for these gages to
read low when not prestrained. Ser+ing to offset any tendency for low
slmdn read@s is the presence of transverse “tensilestrains (or stresses)
instead of the compressive s_&aW (Poisson effect) for which the ~e
gages in tension are calibrated. These transverse stresses cause the
gages to give stresses higher than the true tensile stresses. The gages
sre most effected where the tmmverse stress is appreciable in comparison
with the tensile stress in the Wection of loading. The theoretical
distributions (reference 1) for both types of stress eze shown in
figure 2, and the region of greatest error is found to extend from

approximately ~ inch to 3.inches from the edge-of the hole. This error

due to transverse stresses has a maximum value of about 2 percent.

Jl&Lcative of the mer-all accuracy of the measm+ments, regardless
of the loading conditions or whether the strains were elastic or inelastic,
is the result that, throughout the tests, at loads greater than 30 kips
the i“tiegratedeqer~ntal stress over the net section alwqw agreed
within 5.0 percent of the
zero load) the integrated
applied load.

Range of stxess.- %
iS custOmer~ deftid as
changes from a maximum to

applied load. At the lowest loads (including
stiess always agreed within 3.0 kips of the

fatigue studies the mnge of stress (or strti)
the change in stmess (or strain) as the load
a midmum through succeeding cycles. The

change from an initial state of no stress‘to the msxGn7m-stress is
neglected. b the Wesent yaper, the range of stress (or simain) is
discussed ordy for the most higlilystressed fibers, that is, for W
point of lmdmum concentrateion.

h long as the action is elastic, t& range of s@ess is 2.57 ttmes
the average net-section stress range or 3.08 ttis the average gross+ ection
stress range.

Plastic Behavior

Strain and stress concentration factors.- In figure 3 sre shown strains

measured by the $inch electromagnetic gages for four tests during the

f fist loading cycle. Other test results and strdns measured during
succeeding cycles have been omitted for clarity of the figure. The smooth
curve drawn “throughthe test yoints frgm the origin to point E represents
the average of W the strains obtained as the initial panel loads were
increased. The strain and stress concentration factors are based upon
this cmve.
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was made of both
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convert these experhental strai?lsto stresses, use
the original and the auxiliary stress+train tests.

The test curve from the origin to petit E in figure k was obtained as
pert of the auxiliary tests, %ut it also re~esents the average tension
curve of both the original @ a~ary tests. The mexhuzm scatter at
the tension We of the auxilisry tests is shown, but some test results
and aU. test points have “been omitted for clarity. Thus the strainE
shown %y the average cm’ve from the origti to POW E h figure 3
correspond to the stiesses shown %y the curve from the origin to point E
in figure k. .These average curves were used in calculating the stress
and strb concentration factors given in figure 5.

Although figwe 3 shows test values ~btained only in the first
cycle

~
thesamemexbmml strains (witldn the scatter of experimental

error were obtained h the 99 succeiedimgcycles when the same maxdmum
loads were applied to the individual panelE. The strain concentration
factor simply repeated itself through succeeding cycles when the same
~ panel load was applied. In the auxiliery tests, the coupons
were loaded cyclically only a few t~s, but repeating the same mazimum
strains brought aboti a repetition of the same madmum stresses. ltmm
this result the stiess concentration factors ere concluded to be the
8E& for succeeding cycles.

After the load of 91.0 kips had.been applied to yanel 4 in test 9,
the strain ticrements in succee&hg cycles due to the load of 63.7 kips
were purely elastic, as f&om point 1?to point 3’*(and back to point F)
in figure 3. Therefore, values of strain or stiess concentrateion
factors ere given only for original ~anel lo@ng conditions or for
the condition when the original madmum load was exceeded.

As can be seen from figure 5, plastic flow decreases the stress
concentration factor but markedly increases the strain concentration
factor. The stress concentration factor decreases from an elastic
value of 2.57 to about 1.21 as the average net-section stress is
increased to 50 ksi, whereas the strain concentration factor Increases
from 2.57 to about 7.10.

Strain aml stress distribution across the net section.– Figure 6
shows the change h strain distribution as the Mtiel loads on the
panels were increased. This figure was constructed by plotting the
strains obtained in the tests during load@ of the ffist load cycle
(as, for exemple, the stresses were plotted in figure 1). Each
succeedm test gave a check on most previous test yoints; that is,
the mexinum load in test 6 was greater than in test 5 and consequently
the strati of test 6 traced the strains of test 5 and extended to
higher strains. The top surface of the fi@me was then obtained by
drawing smoth curves through these test potits. The test results were
very consistent, very little scatter occurring in the test points.

——— : ~–-—–----- ———---—y --- -——-—-,,
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Fi~e 7waE obtained by connecting the strains (or te:t ~oints)
measured whn the load, during the first loading cycle, returned to zero.
Figure 7, therefore, reyesents the net amount of stretching or elongation
remaining when the panel load has leen released. The over+ll change
in strain, as the load varied from a madnumto zerb, would be oMain&d
by subtractingti strdns of figure 7 from those of figure 6. ‘lhe
strains of figme 7 cannot,be converted to stresses without tracing the
original complete qtrain histories on comparable stress+train curves.
For example, in figure 3 the strain at F represents a n&t positive
elongation, yet .infigure 4 the same strain is equivalent to a-compressive
stress. Iq figure 7 the strains (or the curve) at zero distance from
the edge of the hole are the values obtained at the intersection of the
zero load axis and the straight lines AB, .CD, and El? of f-e 3.
Test 7 is not included in figm?e 7, no gages having been attached along
the net section of panel 7. These zero load stiaim will be discussed
more fully in the next section.

The results shown in both figures 6 ~-7 are probably som6what
more affected by transverse tensile strains in the region away fromtb
edge of the hole than are the results in the elastic range. Refwence 6
shows that %’oissontsratio tends to increase slight& with increase of
plastic stmain. h contrast to the 2.O”yercent maximum kmror in strain
rea&ings in the elastic range, the probable mexhum error for the plastic
strains amounts “toabout 3.0 percent. The resistance-type wire gages
are also mmewhat less reliable at higher straiti (reference 3).

Figures 8 and 9 show the stress distributions correspondingto the
strain distributions given in figmes 6 and 7. The strains used in
obtaining figme 6 were translated into stresses with the aid of jhe
curve from the origin to point E in figme 4. These data were plotted
and the points connected to give the surface shown in figure 8. h
order to obtain figure 9 it was necessary to trace the strain history
of each test point in the manner of the history represented by the
circles in figure 3 from the origin to point A to point B, and then
with the aid of the auxdliary tests of figure 4 to follow this strain
and read the stress at the end of the loading cycle. Even if eJl the
auxiliary test results were shown, some inteqolation would be necessary
in obtaining figure 9.

During succeeding cycles the strain reacMngs varied from the
midmum values shown in figure 7 to the maximmnvalues shown in figure 6,
and the corresponding stresses v@ied from the minimum shown in figure 9
to the mmdmum shown in figme 8. For both tests 8 and 9 the strain
and stress distributions produced under the DBW maxdmum loading cycles
were in good a@?eement with the corresponding distributions given in
figures 6 to 9.

b addition to showing the effects of plastic flow on the strain
and stress distributions across the net section, figures 6 and 8 also
give some idea of the effect of plastic flow on the strain and stress
gradients.

_.— .-. ——------ .—. — ——.—- ._ _ .—— _. _-.-— —._.”— . . . .
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Range of str& and stress at the petit or maximum stress
concentration.–Before the experimental results ere analyzed it is .
deetia131e to discuss some of the factors involved.

When a filmr in a region where stress concentration is not present
is ftist strained plastically, work is done in stretching the fiber, and
the yield point in the direction of stretching is ticreased. If the load
causing the strain is released, the loss ti stiain will ay~oximately
follow HookeSs law, ~ if a load of olyosite sign is ap~lied it will
genera13y %e.foumd that the yield point in the second &lrection has %een
decreased (Bauachinger effect – see, for example, reference 5). This

effect is found in most ductile materials, hzt the cauqmessive yiela
strength for some materiels begins to increase again sfter the material
has been subjectea to appreciable permanent set. Reference 7 shows that
for 24S-ICthis set is alout 2.2 percent. For 24&T material, tlm net
result as the amount of yermanent set increases is a graaual increase
h the sum of the almolwte values of the tension end compression yiela
strengbha and a very gradual ~rease in the sum of the tension ma
compression pro~ortional Mmits (reference 7). Whether this effect
is present @ the test p3nelE at the poimt of ma~ stress concek
tration and, if so, to what extent, is unknown. The influence of the
strain3ng at different rates of adjacent fibers is not known. These
effects cannot be evaluateiifrom the test data.

me 3 s- that, - the load on the 2anels returnd to zero,
the strain readings for some tests deviated from a tiaight-line
return (as, for eqle, the test points fram C to D ti test 6).
Since the Ianeh were not restrained from bucliling,except Tertiall.y
in test 7, this &eviation shows no consistent &end. l?iberflflti~a
~lastically in tension wiU usually lose strain more rayidly beyond
the point where the elastic Unit (detemnbed by the Bauachinger effect)
is reachd (as, for example, from Dt to D h figure 4). In the yanel
tests the influence of sm?rounMng fibers, the a%sence of restraint
against buckMng, and other factors of unhewn qusmtity meke it impossible
to detezmdne accurately the return straina at zero load. Because of
this uncertfity, the return stiains at zero load which were used in the
calculations and h figme 7 are the straina obtaind from the intersections .
of the straight lines drawn through the test points (CD in figure 3) and.
the ZOrO lod *. h test 7 the error thus involved might ye apprecla%le;
in the other tests it is probably quite small.

Two sources of error are present in figure 3. The ffist is a slight
clifference between the ~ measured strdn for any particular tes%
and the strain correspondingto the same maximum lod on the straight
Mns through the test points as the yanel unloadd. The seineeffect to
the same degree was experiences in the a~ary tests hut is not shown
in figure 4. This effect is %el.ieve&to be due to the electromagnetic
gages, for it occurred consistetilywhen these gages were uaea whenever
the direction of load
gages were ussd. The

—. —.— —.— ..— —.——. . .

changea but did not occur when the wire
second source of error concerns the slopes of
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the lines from A to B, from C to D, and from E to l?. These slopes tend
to become gradually shallower as the msximum .sin%in-is increased. This “
result was evident for both the panel tests and the audliery tests,
and the percentage change in slope for the @anal tests was in excellent
agreement with the percentage change in slope for the auxiliary tests.
This chemge in sloye is mahly a result of the error in strain readings
caused by the c@nge in gage len@h; Jarge strains change the original
gage length and the true unit strain is thereby affected.

,

.

The ranges of s~ss and strain dqend upon the factors discussed
in the foregoing paragraphs. These ranges me shown in figure 10. The
actual stress and strain range curves were based on tti exper~ntal
results which led to figures 3 and k in the manner .&eady descriled.
For purposes of comparison fictitious elastic stress and strain range
curves sre also shown. These curves ‘showthe renges that would occw
if Hookels law prevailed. The actual strain range is seen to increase
slightly more than the (fictitious) ehstic stiain range at the point
where plastic flow develops. The actual stress range begins to fall
below the (fictitious) elastic range of stress at the point where the
Bauschinger effect comes into force.

Also included in figure 10 for comparison we stress and strain
range curves based on the stress or strain concentrateion factor. Should
the statement that plastic flow reduces stress com”entration and increases
strain concentration and the curves of-figure 5 be taken too literally
and applied to range of stress or strain without ffist studying figures 3
and 4, the result would be the two extreme or outermost curves shown
in fi,gure10. Since these cm’ves are based.only on the stress or strain
concentration factor, they merely represent the change in stress W
strain during the first half of the initial load cycle and conseqwmtily
not the actual stress ar strain ranges. In order to find the actual
rsnges, the complete strain history and the tmsic behaviw (the true
slress+train relationship) of the fibers undergoing concentration
must be lmown throughoti the loading cycle.

Figure LO gives results for the first cycle only, but the test
results showed that the actual strain ranges for succeeding cycles
remained essentially constant. The actual stress ranges are likewise
assumed to remain constmt. The results of tests 8 and 9 which were
for strain and stress ranges different from the ~tial test ranges,
wer-ein good qgeement (witlyln4.0 percent) with the corresponding values
of figure 10 when the correct maximum loads were applied to the panels.

COI?CLUSIOliS

A study of the exper~ntal data iniMcated that, for the
24S4’ alunrtn~oy panels tested:

1. Within the elastic range, the theoretical and experimental
were in good agreement.

results

———__
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2. As the Smount of
tration factor (based on

plastic fluw increased,
the average net-section

NACA ~ Not

the stress concen-
stress) decreased

1705

. . from 2.57 to 1.!21when -theaverage netiection stress reached a value.
of ~ ksi, while .@e strain concentration factor increased from 2.57
to 7.10.

3. Wi@iQ the experimental scatter, the test results were not
changed in 100 cycles by repeating the loading cycles.
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TABLE l.- PA?iEhDIMkKS~ONS

/
Sheet

thickness
(in.)

Gross+ection l?et-section
sreti exea

(Sq in.) (Sq in.)

Hole
diameter
(in.)

Width
(M.)

Panel

1
2

0.0895
.0898
.0891
.08a6
.0@2
.08g2
.08a2

3.998
3.998
4,000
3.999
3.998
3.998
3*999

2.144
2.159
!2.143
2.126
2.140
2.141
2.u7

1.786
1.800
1.786

23.95
24.o4
24.05
24.oO
23.99
24.00
24.00

l*fi2
1.7845

6 1+3.4
1.7647

I

.: TA131J32.- TEsT SCHEDUIJI

Average
n8&ect ion
stress
(ksi)

load
(kips)

Hmiber of cycles
maximum load

applied
Test Paael

1

2

i

41.9
45.9
54.9
63.7
g.;

91:0

/

45.5
55.0
65.0

23.5
25.5
30.7
36.0
40.8
45.9
50.6

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1
1
1

1

1
1

100

5
6

5
6

7 7
25.3
30.6
36.1

8 2

g.;

91:0
63.7

41.7
36.0
Z’*3
36.0

49
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50 ~

[1 — Theoretical (reference I)

40

}

o Electromagnetic gage
Experimental

O SR-4 type A-5 gage

30 -

Stress, o~, ksi

20 -
u- .u u

10

0
I I I I I

0 2. 4 6 8 10

Distance from edge of hole, in.

Figure l.- Net-section tensile stress distribution typical of results obtained in

elastic range. P= 30 kips; OOv=16.4 ksi.

2.5

2.0

Stress 1.5

concentration

factor 1.0/

0.5

\

Transverse I T

I
o

I I 1

0 2 4 6 8 10

Distance from edge of hole, in.

figure 2.-Theoretical stress concentration factors (based on average net-

section stress) for tensile stress and transverse tensile stress

across the net section. (Reference 1-)
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